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THAT’S 
AMORE!

The St Francis Way 
pilgrim walk from 
Assisi to Rome 
showcases central 
Italy’s ancient 
landscapes, iconic 
architecture and 
splendid cuisine. 
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Left: Basilica St 
Francis, the start of 
the Cammino de 
Francesco. Thinkstock.



MICHELANGELO certainly knew what he was 
doing. With its gargantuan granite columns 
and saints, its vast façade and towering dome, 
St Peter’s Basilica in the heart of Rome is 
nothing if not overwhelming. It is even more 
impressive when you approach it at dusk at the 
end of a 260km hike with only a handful of 
Korean tourists and a couple of idling police 
cars to share the experience.

Walking up the stairs to St Peter’s was the 
finale of a three week hike I had started walking 
down the steps of another famous church, the 
Basilica of St Francis in Assisi. The St Francis 
Way (or Cammino di Francesco) follows the 
same route Francis and a handful of barefoot 
disciples had walked in 1209, heading south to 
confront the not-so-innocent Pope Innocent III 
in Rome. Although there were some longer days, 
25km or so, and some steep hills, it is overall an 
easy ramble following well-marked pilgrim trails 
through an area that is known as the ‘green heart 
of Italy’. The whole route can be done over three 
weeks or it can be comfortably broken up into 
three separate one-week walks.

The good life
The first week took me from Assisi to 
Spoleto, through the olive groves, vineyards 
and wheat fields of the ‘Valle Umbra’, 
the Umbrian valley, a fertile flood plain 
bounded by the Martani hills on one side 
and the foothills of the eastern Apennine 
Mountains on the other. Crossed by the Via 
Flaminia, an ancient Roman trade route, 
this has always been a prosperous area and 
the well-maintained villages and hill-towns 
contain some of the finest art in central Italy, 
including seminal works by Giotto, Gozzoli 
and Pinturicchio. The first day out of Assisi 
is the hardest, including a 700m climb up and 
over Mt. Subasio. There is a lower version but 
the views from the top of the bare mountain 
are well worth the effort.

The next three days are easy walks passing 
through farmlands, following unsealed 
country roads, including overnighting in 
Bevagna (a handsome walled town on the flat 
that has some fascinating relics from its time 
as a Roman staging point), Montefalco (a hill-

top town that produces Sagrantino, Umbria’s 
finest red wine) and a beautiful country 
hotel at the foot of a castle. The last walk 
into Spoleto is more challenging, including a 
couple of scrambles and a long walk through 
forest on a decommissioned train line. It 
finishes with a spectacular entry into Spoleto 
over a 200m-long brick bridge, the Ponte delle 
Torri, built in the 13th century and a marvel 
of medieval engineering.

Spoleto has a long and fascinating history: 
besieged by Hannibal and his elephants, it 
was the seat of a Lombard duchy and had 
the beautiful 19-year old Lucrezia Borgia as 
its governor for a while. These days it is best 
known for its summer festival, the Festival 
dei Due Mondi, Italy’s largest international 
arts event.

History’s footsteps
The second week took me from Spoleto to 
Rieti, an ancient town that was a perennial 
rival of Rome. The walk starts as the previous 
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one finished, crossing the Ponte delle Torri, 
but this time I turned south at the other side 
and then zigzagged up a paved track to a 
charming Franciscan sanctuary at the top of 
Monteluco. From here a well-marked trail 
took me through thick forest to a ridge with 
striking views over the Valnerina, the Nera 
River Valley, and into the heart of the central 
Apennine mountains. The trail then wound 
down into the valley to a small hamlet on the 
banks of the river, where I stayed in a three 
room ‘agriturismo’, sitting down with the 
owner and her family for some robust home-
cooking in the evening.

The most memorable feature of this week’s 
walk was the unspoilt nature I passed through, 
staying in pleasant farming towns along the 
way that see very little tourism. The next two 
days followed ‘greenways’, marked walking/
cycle trails that run beside two small rivers, 
the Nera and the Velino, contouring around 
the foothills of the mountains. It was easy 
walking, although there were a couple of more 

WALK NOTES | ST FRANCIS WAY, CENTRAL ITALY
Time: 3 weeks | Length: 270km | Grade: moderate

Week 1: Assisi to 
Spoleto – a week’s 
walking through forests, 
across farmlands, 
past olive groves and 
staying in gorgeous and 
interesting towns with 
some of the finest art in 
central Italy.

Week 2: Spoleto to 
Rieti – a week walking 
through the ‘green 
heart of Italy’, following 
marked trails through 
forests along river 
valleys and past lakes 
to Rieti, home of the 
Sabines.

Week 3: Rieti to Rome 
– The last section starts 
in Rieti and finishes 
8 days and 100km 
later at the steps of St 
Peter’s Basilica in Rome, 
taking you through 
protected forestlands, 
nature reserves, past 
archaeological digs and 
medieval castles and 
towns.

ITALY

“ THE MOST 
MEMORABLE 
FEATURE OF THIS 
WEEK’S WALK WAS 
THE UNSPOILT 
NATURE I PASSED 
THROUGH.”

Left: Start of week 2 walk heading over 
Ponte Delle Torre.

Below: Week 1 – Relaxing along the way.
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challenging detours including a climb up to an 
8th century abbey and another up to the top of 
the second highest waterfall in Europe, created 
two thousand years ago by the Romans (I’m 
not sure why they bothered). The ‘greenway’ 
finished at a small hotel overlooking Lago di 
Piedluco, a sleepy alpine lake that is home to 
the Italian rowing team. I had dinner on the 
terrace watching crews sliding silently over the 
glassy surface in the twilight.

Hard yards
The next day was the longest of the three-week 
hike but was probably the most interesting. 
Shortly after leaving the lake, the path crossed 

a small unmarked bridge, the border between 
Umbria and Rome, between the Duchy of 
Spoleto and the Papal State. It then climbed 
up to the prettiest hill-town in the region and 
continued up what turned out to be the back 
of an immense caldera. At the top of the ridge, 
I stood on the northern side of the rim of an 
ancient volcanic crater, 10km across, the flat 
floor a fertile patchwork of fields and farmlands 
with Rieti a hazy sprawl at the southern end.

The trail continued around the rim to the 
left before a steep ascent up into the hills. After 
a long tough climb with awesome views, I 
emerged from a pine forest at a small stone 
chapel. Behind this, wooden steps lead down 
through damp ferns to a large straggly beech 
tree. The legend goes that St Francis was 
caught in a violent storm here and the tree 
wrapped its branches around him to protect 
him from the hail and lightning. I sat nearby 
by, chewing on a stale panino, and watched 
a couple of pilgrims caress the tree and offer 
silent prayers. An old stone path then lead 
me down through more forest until, towards 
the end of the day, I finally arrived at Poggio 
Bustone, another attractive hill-top village, 
with Rieti clearly visible in the distance.

The last walk contoured south with the 
snow-capped mountains of the Apennines, 
rising up on my left. I reached Rieti in the 
mid-afternoon, pleased to crash in a very 
comfortable 4-star hotel overlooking the 
main square. Rieti is a bustling provincial 
capital. It is older than Rome and has always 
had a difficult relationship with its ambitious 
neighbour. Things started badly in the 6th 
century BC when the Romans raided Rieti, 
kidnapping most of their women to kick-start 
the fledgling settlement on the banks of the 
Tiber River (the so-called Rape of the Sabines). 
It’s a big town, surrounded by urban sprawl, 
with a pleasant historical centre and they still 
hate the Romans.

All roads lead to Rome
The third and final stage of the Cammino of 
St Francis starts from Rieti and took me out 
of the foothills of the Apennines, across the 
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“ AFTER A LONG 
TOUGH CLIMB 
WITH AWESOME 
VIEWS, I EMERGED 
FROM A PINE 
FOREST AT A 
SMALL STONE 
CHAPEL.”



undulating plains of northern Lazio to the 
foothills of the Eternal City. Although some 
of the days were long, it was generally easy 
walking along marked trails through forested 
hills, nature reserves and farmlands, passing by 
medieval castles and proud towns, each with its 
own history traced back to Rome and beyond.

It’s not a tourist area at all. The only other 
foreigners I saw after leaving Spoleto nearly a 
week before had also been hikers on the trail; 
a retired French couple who were taking the 
summer to walk across Europe, starting at the 
sanctuary of San Michele on the southern coast 

of Puglia and finishing at Mont San Michele 
on the English Channel. I also met a group of 
Germans in a restaurant in Poggio Bustone 
who greeted me with smiles but then turned 
away when I told them I wasn’t a pilgrim and 
that I just like hiking.

The final stretch
The transition to Rome was abrupt: crossing 
the Via della Marcigliana took me from wheat 
fields and dirt roads (where a chatty farmer 
told me the quickest way to the Vatican was 
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Far left: Week 1 – Trail into Spello.

Left: Week 2 – Agriturismo  
St Lorenzo.

Below: Week 3 – Crossing Ponte 
St Angelo, heading for St Peters.



by bus) to a crumbling housing estate. Broken 
footpaths beside noisy roads then led me 
past a run-down shopping centre, council 
flats and piles of urban detritus to a urine 
soaked underpass that ran beneath the Grand 
Raccordo Anulare, the eight-lane ring-road 
that encompasses Rome. Self-conscious of my 
dusty backpack and hiking boots, I started 
looking for that bus the farmer mentioned. 
Fortunately, once inside this magic circle, 
things started to improve and in thirty more 
minutes I found myself at Monte Sacro, a leafy 
residential area in the north of the city with 
only 15km to go.

It was 5pm, I was tired and footsore. There 
was a very nice little boutique hotel nearby and 
I was even tempted just to take the Metro to 
the Vatican, but that would have been cheating 
and I’m glad I resisted. After a glass of Coke at 
a roadside bar, I decided to press on and get to 
St Peter’s that night.

I crossed a 2000-year-old bridge over the 
Aniene River picking up another greenway/
cycle path that followed the course of 
this tributary of the Tiber. Rolling past 
apartment blocks, playgrounds full of kids 
kicking footies, vegetable allotments and the 
remnants of old forests, it ended in the heart 
of Rome.

When the greenway ended, discrete markers 
took me through the inner suburbs, past the 
biggest mosque in Italy and the Italian Olympic 
headquarters to the banks of the Tiber. It also 
ran past the Milvio Bridge where in 331 AD, 
Emperor Constantine, in the middle of a battle, 
had a vision that changed history.

On the other side of the bridge, I took a ramp 
down the embankment and followed a wide 
cement path beside the river, passing cyclists, 
joggers, rowing clubs and sunken barges. I 
walked under six bridges. At the seventh, the 
ornate Ponte di Sant Angelo, the top of St Peter’s 
became visible and I took stairs back to the road 
and walked up the Via della Concilazione, St 
Peter’s glistening in front of me.

Apart from a squad of young Americans 
on Segways and a handful of Koreans, there 
weren’t any other tourists around. The square 
was closed, which suited me fine, I had walked 
quite enough for one day. I leaned on the 
barrier and took some photos of the basilica in 
the twilight and then went to check into my 
hotel, find a bowl of spaghetti alla carbonara 
and a big glass of red wine. 

Need to know: The Cammino of St Francis 
can be taken as a self-guided walk with 
hiddenitaly.com.au
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“ I WAS EVEN 
TEMPTED JUST 
TO TAKE THE 
METRO TO THE 
VATICAN, BUT 
THAT WOULD 
HAVE BEEN 
CHEATING.”

Left: Week 1 – Basilica St Francis, 
the start of the Cammino.

Below: Week 3 – Leaving the 
Apennines for the Lazio Plains.


